
Sail MV in 2020: Not an Ordinary Year
As winter 2020 turned to spring,

it became clear—gradually at first 
and then with undeniable force—that 
this would not be an ordinary year for Sail 
Martha’s Vineyard.

On the first weekend of February, global 
restrictions were imposed on airline travel 
and the United States declared a public health 
emergency. Andrew Nutton, Sail MV’s 
programs director, and John Kettlewell, 
executive director, began their conversations 
about what this might mean for the 
organization’s summer classes and events. 

Then over a single weekend in mid-
March, the scope of the emergency came 
into sharp focus when the President 
declared COVID-19 a national emergency 
and imposed a ban on travel from Europe. 
Across the Vineyard, public schools closed, 
and all activities involving large gatherings 
of people were put on hold.

Kettlewell made a quick visit to the Sail 
MV office that week—and shut it down for 
six weeks. 

Looking back, he says it was fortunate 
that Sail MV had done so much work in the previous year to 
move its office systems into the cloud. “We certainly weren’t 
planning on a pandemic, but here in the office we’d been 
moving systems into the cloud for efficiency and cost savings. 
As it turned out, we were able to close the office because we had 
so much of our infrastructure online that we could make the 
transition to working from home.”

With the travel ban in place, Nutton knew that the summer 
staff he’d spent the winter lining up might not be able to come 
to the United States for a season of instructional work with 
children on the Lagoon. 

“We had everything lined up for 2020,” says Nutton. “Staff 
were in place; visas were being applied for; housing was in place. 
We knew something was coming, but as late as the middle of 
March, we were still planning a program for the summer. Then 
J-1 visa applications were postponed, and I started looking for 
US residents who might be able to come and work for us. In 
mid-April, the board decided, correctly, to cancel the summer 
program. That began the heartbreaking process of sending out 
emails to everyone on the staff.”

Sail MV’s fiercely-beloved rowing program was abruptly 

curtailed—there simply is no easy way to distance seven people 
headed out for an hour of exercise in a Cornish pilot gig. And 
the Vineyard high school varsity sailing team—a team so full of 
promise for the racing season ahead—suddenly had to cancel all 
activities after just two practice outings in March.

Coach Andrew Burr says the loss of the racing season was 
deeply felt, by the team and by himself. For the two seniors, 
captain Joe Serpa and Abigail Hammarlund, it would have been 
the culmination of their years racing with the Vineyard team. 
“Andy (Nutton) and I both missed working with a group of 
kids that we really enjoy being around,” says Burr. “It just would 
have been so much fun to see that group enjoy the season. We 
missed that.”

Says Nutton, “We were a very, very good team this year—
certainly the best team I’ve known since I came to Sail MV. 
And the influence we have on these children is two-way: we 
give a huge amount to these kids, and to see them succeeding is 
something we get back. When they won the Cape and Islands 
team racing last year, the joy on their faces when they crossed 
the line—it was so wonderful. This year, for Joe and the other 
seniors not to get their time in the sun was genuinely heart-
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wrenching, more upsetting than we expected, I think.”
So with the arrival of spring it was clear that Sail MV 

faced a year unlike any in the organization’s history. And the 
organization’s leaders, with Sail MV’s mission foremost in 
mind, began planning how to make the best of it.

“It’s a lot like a sailor who sees storm clouds on the horizon, 
adjusts his course and takes a reef in,” says Kettlewell. “For Sail 
MV, that meant figuring out what we could do safely this year. 
That turned out to be private sailing lessons on the Lagoon. 
And because we couldn’t provide housing, we used Island 
instructors exclusively—they were graduates of our Island 
classes and programs.”

Sail MV’s summer sailing lessons proved a surprising success, 
with more than 100 people taking part. Says Nutton: “It worked 
out wonderfully. We ended up giving lessons three days a week, 
about 300 hours of training in all over the summer. In the end, 
Sail MV—despite all the 
things that were thrown up 
in front of us—did manage 
to get enough staff in place to 
do this.”

Another program Sail 
MV was able to support 
in 2020 was the summer 
racing season on Menemsha 
Pond in Chilmark. “We 
basically managed to run 
the program we usually do,” 
says Nutton—“just without 
the prize-awarding events. 
We met in April with Bob 
Ranalli, the commodore, 
and told him we’d be able to 
run their program safely this 
year. It was a full summer of 
racing, starting on the first 
Wednesday of July.”

That left one more big 
challenge facing Sail MV: 
the organization’s most 
important fund-raising event, 
the annual Seafood Buffet 
& Auction. No one knew 
quite how to save that event 
until John Wilson, a member 
of the Sail MV board and a 
television director for ESPN, 
stepped up and devoted 
nearly two months to producing a half-hour online telethon 
presented in July. The story of that project appears on page four 
of this newsletter.

This fall, the staff and directors of Sail MV are looking 
ahead, gaming out possibilities for a summer of 2021 whose 
prospects still aren’t entirely clear. But already, there are signs 
that Sail MV’s resiliency and adaptability are beginning to 

bring back programs that were so abruptly lost in the spring.
In October, with safety protocols closely supervised by 

Nutton and Coach Burr, practices and instruction for young 

racing sailors resumed on the Lagoon. Also from the Sail 
MV boathouse, the rowing program is set to resume with 

strict safety guidelines this 
November. And Andrew 
Nutton is working remotely 
with one of the largest 
enrollments ever in the 
Maritime Studies program at 
the regional high school.

“One thing we learned this 
summer,” says Kettlewell, “is 
that even with a limited number 
of instructors and smaller 
groups, Sail MV can still carry 
on mission-driven work.”

Through the storms of 
2020, the board and staff of 
Sail MV not only kept their 
eyes on the mission, but also 
on their stewardship of this 
organization that plays such 
an important role in the life 
of Martha’s Vineyard. “Sail 
MV is financially healthy,” says 
Kettlewell—“in part because 
we were so careful to cut 
expenses this year.

“We’ve really come through 
this crisis in much better 
shape than we feared when 
we first faced this in March 
and thought we might have 
to close all our summer 
programs. We were able to 

run a successful virtual fund-raising event. Our private lessons 
were more successful than we expected. We got donations 
from our loyal supporters in many cases, and we even got 
some government support as well. I’d say our position now is 
strong—we’re planning on being back and in something close 
to full operation in 2021, and there’s nothing I can see now on 
the horizon that might prevent that from happening.” 

— from page 1

In 2020, Sail MV Adapted and Evolved

‘One thing we learned this summer 
is that even with a limited number 
of instructors and smaller groups, 
Sail MV can still carry on mission-
driven work.’

Andy Nutton’s summer crew: Joe Serpa, Caleb Burt, and Caroline King.
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‘It’s Time:’ Peggy Schwier Is Stepping Down
Sail MV has been through a

series of transitions over the past 
three years, and Peggy Schwier—
whose tenure as president of the orga-
nization goes back 15 years—didn’t 
want to contribute one more.

Now, she says, it’s time: “I’ve been 
president for too long.” And Dr. 
Dan Pesch, a member of the Sail 
MV board for the past decade and 
its treasurer for the past four years, 
has agreed to stand for election as 
president at the organization’s annual 
meeting in January.

“My stepping down has been about 
a three-year process,” Schwier says. 
“But now (executive director) John 
Kettlewell is nestled in, and (pro-
grams director) Andy Nutton is just 
shining in his job, and with Dan’s 
willingness to step up to the presiden-
cy, I think we’re in pretty good shape.”

For his part, Kettlewell says he ap-
preciates Schwier’s decision to stay on 
as president through his first year in the 
executive director’s job. “The historic 
knowledge of the organization that 
I found here is huge,” he says. “There 
are people I can see every day who can 
remember what was going on in 1995, 
people who could explain to me when 
I’d ask, how did this happen?”

Schwier and Dr. Pesch have had 
many conversations over recent years 
and see eye-to-eye on the importance 
of building an organizational struc-
ture that fosters more participation on 
the part of board members. Sail MV 
now has a set of working committees 
responsible for finance, governance, 
events, education, programs, facilities, 
development and outreach. 

Developing a diverse and muscular 
board is a priority for both of them. 
“If we’re really going to make all the 
committees work as Peggy envisions,” 
says Dr. Pesch, “we’re going to need 
strong chairs of those committees.

“Thanks in large part to Peggy,” he 
says, “we have a good plan now going for-
ward. We just need to make it happen.”

Dr. Pesch is Chief of Staff at Mar-
tha’s Vineyard Hospital. He joined 
the hospital staff in the fall of 2010, 
moving full-time to the place where 
he’d spent his summers growing up, 

learning to sail at the Vineyard Haven 
Yacht Club.

Following Schwier’s tenure does 
have its daunting aspects, Dr. Pesch 
admits. “The thing that’s so huge,” he 
says, “is that Peggy knows everyone. 
The good news is that I know I can 
pick up the phone and call her at any 
time. She’s going to be invaluable to 
me—she really has been the glue that 
holds together all the people of this 
organization.”

Looking ahead, Dr. Pesch starts by 

expressing his gratitude for the gener-
osity of Sail MV’s supporters. “We’re in 
a good financial position,” he says. “Are 
we absolutely secure?—of course not. 
Public access sailing programs across 
the country all have their struggles – 
I’ve seen this all my life, in programs 
from Chicago to Texas and Florida. 
They’re all doing great stuff and they 
all struggle to make ends meet, skating 
along on small donations and the force 
of people’s passions. 

“But Sail MV has been very respon-
sibly managed, even through this dif-
ficult year. We’ve proven that we’re an 
organization you can trust in giving 
your dollars to. And we’re confident, 
after all the hard work of this summer, 

that we can run a safe program next 
year and take care of your kids.”

As she looks to the end of her tenure 
as president, Peggy Schwier recalls first 
being attracted to Sail Martha’s Vine-
yard by the spirit of the organization’s 
signature summer event, the Seafood 
Buffet & Auction. She attended and 
enjoyed that celebration for many 
years, she recalls, before joining the 
board in 2004. She laughs now as she 
recalls how Rick Brew invited her onto 
the board, telling her, “It’s not a big 

deal—just a meeting every so often.” 
Two years later she was president, suc-
ceeding John Christensen, Matthew 
Stackpole and Joe Hall.

Schwier is proud of the way Sail 
MV has evolved over the past 15 years 
into a mature organization, with gov-
erning and working structures that 
have emerged and strengthened as 
needed.

“If there’s one achievement I would 
want to point to,” she says, “it is that I 
have worked to change this organiza-
tion from something people saw as 
being the work of one or two people 
into something people looked at and 
saw—us. Sail MV is about people 
working together.”

Peggy Schwier has led Sail MV through a decade and a half of growth and accomplishments.
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‘Our Stories’ — As Told by John Wilson
Joe Serpa, captain of the high school varsity sailing team,

recounts how Sail MV inspired him to seek a college degree 
in naval architecture. Brothers Tristan and Connor Lodge, both 
riggers at MV Shipyard, discuss the essential role Sail MV plays 
in preserving and celebrating the Island’s maritime heritage. 
Matthew Stackpole, a founder and former president of Sail 
MV, speaks of how oceans connect us all and tells how Sail MV 
provides life-enriching experiences to young people every year.

All these stories, and more, are told in compelling digital 
video clips created by Sail MV 
board member and veteran 
ESPN director John Wilson. 

This spring, when it 
became clear that Sail MV’s 
usual summer programs 
would have to be put on 
hold, Wilson stepped up 
and put nearly two months 
of effort into helping the 
organization tell its story 
online. “In April,” he says, 
“we knew we would have to 
cancel our summer events. 
With my background in TV 
production, it seemed like 
time to put my skills to use 
and tell some stories about 
all the ways Sail Martha’s 
Vineyard impacts both 
young people and adults on 
the Vineyard.”

On furlough because 
ESPN had cut back so much 
of its sports coverage, he says, 
“I had time on my hands. 
I had a camera. And I had 
some ideas.”

Wilson’s biggest project was to produce a live online event: 
a 35-minute telethon to take the place of Sail MV’s most 
important annual fund-raising celebration, the Seafood Buffet 
& Auction. Wilson went to work on the project in May, 
preparing short videos on specific aspects of Sail MV’s many 
programs and gathering material for the online fund-raiser. “In 
the lead-up to the event,” he recalls, “we were rolling out a new 
piece every four or five days highlighting a different aspect of 
what we do.”

From the middle of May right up to the night of the 
auction on Thursday, July 9, the project was all-consuming 
for Wilson. “Over six weeks,” he says, “I probably put in 
about 350 hours of work. I learned a lot about Sail MV, and I 
learned a lot about myself. 

“In so much of my work, my approach has been, ‘Here, I’m 
going to tell my story about this.’ What this project really 
seared into my brain is that I wasn’t telling my story, I was 
telling other people’s stories.”

Wilson ended up doing 46 interviews and gathering some 

1,500 images and more than 15 hours of supporting footage.
Along the way, Wilson says: “I learned a lot about all the 

different ways Sail MV has impact. And I was so struck by the 
generosity of the people who gave their time to work with me. 
If people hadn’t been willing to sit down for these interviews, 
it wouldn’t have been possible to do what we did. I’m very 
grateful for that.” He’s also grateful, he says, to MVTV, the 
Island’s local television station, for making its studio available 
for this project.

One of his favorite interviews, Wilson says, was with Rick 
Brew, one of the founders of Sail MV. “I loved it when he said 
that every kid who grows up on the Island deserves the chance 
to get in a boat—and to fall out of a boat.”

Wilson is a big fan of Andrew Nutton, Sail MV’s programs 
director, whom he first persuaded and then coached to serve as 
live host for the virtual fund-raiser event in July. “I think we hit 
a home run in bringing Andy Nutton here,” he says, “and he’s 
become a good friend of mine.”

The admiration is clearly mutual. “John’s ability to produce 
professional, well-structured video that presents a real narrative 
was what made it possible for us to tell Sail MV’s story better 
than we’ve ever been able to tell it before,” says Nutton. “He 
actually masterminded the production of our live program for 
the virtual Seafood Buffet, and it was outstanding.”

Says John Kettlewell, Sail MV’s executive director: “To have 
someone on our board with those abilities, who was willing to 
give up so much time, was just huge. He rightfully deserves all 
the plaudits he gets.”

John Wilson conducts an interview for his video series at Sailing Camp Park.
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In a Challenging Year for Sail MV,
Diversity Emerged as a New Focus

When out sailing with my wife, Leslie, she often
reminds me that the time to reef the sails is when I first 

think about it, not after being forced to by a raging wind. One 
of the most important and earliest lessons I learned on the 
water is to go with the flow of the weather, despite whatever 
plans you might have, while at the same time being prepared for 
whatever might come along.

This year, Sail MV decided to take in that early reef by 
cancelling regular summer classes, rowing programs, and 
in-person fundraising events. In March we closed our office 
and began working remotely. We searched for and obtained 
alternative means of financing, cut expenses wherever possible, 
and reduced our workforce. As when out on the water, the 
primary goal was to make sure that everyone remained safe and 
healthy, with a secondary goal of remaining true to our mission. 
Despite having to take drastic action, we focused on how to get 
back on course to our destination.

As often happens on a boat, the immediate crisis of reefing our 
sails was accompanied by other unforeseen difficulties requiring 
action. As the pandemic raged, the deaths of George Floyd and 
Breonna Taylor and subsequent protests once again reminded us 
all of the systemic racism that has cursed our country. Black Lives 
Matter signs appeared all over the Island, and here at Sail MV we 
were reminded that sailing is a very “white” sport. Yes, even here 
on the Vineyard in a small nonprofit dedicated to getting youth 
out on the water, we need to do better to make diversity and 
equity inherent in our programs.

Sail MV has always welcomed all comers to our programs. 
Some don’t realize that we offer many of our programs to 
Island youth at no charge. Each summer we provide more 
than $120,000 in programming if we were to charge for 
it. However, the Board and staff have learned that it is 
not enough to be passively welcoming. We know that we 
must be more intentional in extending that welcome to all 
communities on the island.

As part of this process, we have been taking many 
opportunities to get educated on how other nonprofit 
organizations, both within and outside of the boating and 
sailing community, have worked to improve diversity at all 
levels. We are doing a lot of listening, and we don’t have all the 
answers. We are actively recruiting diverse members on our 
Board and staff, and we will work to promote our programs 
to people we don’t ordinarily reach. This won’t happen 
overnight, but it will now be an important touchstone in 
everything Sail MV does.

These efforts will further strengthen Sail MV, and will 
better prepare us for whatever weather comes over the horizon. 
Thanks, as always, for your support.

John J. Kettlewell
Executive Director

Coach Andrew Burr instructs young sailors at Sailing Camp Park.
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$10,000-$20,000
Anonymous
Beagary Charitable Trust
Permanent Endowment for 

Martha’s Vineyard
Robert Day Foundation
The Aileen K. & Brian L. Roberts 

Foundation

$5,000-$9,999
Nancy & Geoffrey Caraboolad
Blake Middleton & Martha Eddy
Pamela & Morris Flam
Anne & Sal Giordano
Charlotte & John Klein
Peter & Elizabeth Tower 

Foundation

$1,000-$4,999
Angela Andersen
Edward H. Benenson 

Foundation,  Inc.
Boston Foundation
Mary R. Brown
Carolyn Burns
Pamela & James Butterick
Cape & Islands Engineering
Chilmark Community Center
Mark Cronin
Sharon & Irving Gates
Beth Harris
Hillside Homes Condominium 

Association
Hutker Architects, Inc.
IF Hummingbird Foundation, 

Inc.
Linda & Gerald Jones
Priscilla C. & Daniel P. 

Karnovsky
Anne Grace Kelly
Nora & John Kerr
Charlotte & John Klein
Barbara F. Lee
Zachary Lee
Jean & Bruce Lewellyn
Gene Liebel
Martha’s Vineyard Bank
Martha’s Vineyard Shipyard, Inc.
Judy & Peter McChesney
Edward Miller & Monina Von 

Opel
Sheila & Christopher Morse
Elisabeth & James Oakes
Linda & Richard Oppenheimer
Ellen & Daniel Pesch

Mary Ann & Robert Ranalli
Susan Rappaport
Clara & Walter Ricciardi
Helen Rider
John Schaefer
Margaret & Robert Schwier
Barbara & Andy Senchak
James C. & Norma I. Smith 

Foundation
Pat & Robert Snyder
Soros Fund Management
Mr. & Mrs. John Stout
Swartz Foundation
Nancy & David Vietor
Anne & Warren Vose
Linda Warriner
Eric Widra

$250-$999
Athena Aicher
Meredith Aldrich
Elisa Barnes
Valerie & John Becker
Sandra & David Berler
Pam & Steve Besse
Melanie & Ray Bilodeau, Jr.
Emily Bramhall
Nina Bramhall & Paul Schneider
Sandra Burt
Jesse Burton
Carmen Caneda & Richard 

Gilfillan
Heather & Tim Cohan
Thaddeus Cohn
Wendell Colson
Karishma Comarsingh
Leif Counter
Charlotte Cramer
Kimberly deForest
Mindie & Robert deVeer
James Dixon
Marina & David Feinberg
Gar Ferguson
Mark Foster
Jared Gollob
Giuseppe Greco
Gabrielle & John Harpole
Elizabeth & Adam Hayes
Mr. & Mrs. David Hedley
Kenda & Clayton Henke
Kristine & Robert Higgins
Jeffery Honickman
Howell Family Charitable 

Foundation
Jeanne & James Hupprich

Barbara Kassel
Kenneth Katz
Michael Kidder
Parthenia & Christopher 

Kiersted
Ann Lawton
Bernadette LeBlanc
Nancy & Darren Leport
Melinda & Mike Loberg
Mr. & Mrs. John Lolley
Michelene & Peter McClennen
Kyra McGrath
Barbara & Donald McLagan
Laura & Alex Meleney
Rochelle & Paul Miller
Melissa & Adam Moore
Sarah & Fred Murphy
Liza & Frederick Murrell
Robin & Kevin Nagle
Alida & Brian Near
Mary Norton
Deborah & John Nugent
Brien O’Brien
Liisa Palmer
Nancy W. Putnam
Heidi & John Ryder
Bette & Richard Saltzman
Gilbert Sanborn
Emily & Richard Saunders
Dr. Edward B. Self, Jr.
Julienne Silverman
Linda Smith
Sara & Robb Spalding
Martha & Matthew Stackpole
Tracey Overbeck Stead
Anthony Stratakos
Dr. & Mrs. Frank Sutula
WYC Sailing Education 

Foundation, Inc.
Carolyn & Philip Wallis
Ulrike Wartner & David Wilson
Nancy Weaver & David 

Dandridge
Mr. & Mrs. J. William Weeks
Katharine Weisman
Wendy Whipple
Susan Whiting
Mara Williams & Thomas 

Hilsdon
Heather Wilson
John Wilson
Amy & Jeff Winagle
Edwin Woods, Jr.
Ann & G. Mead Wyman

$1-$249
Brad Abbott
Meg & Seth Abramowitz
Constance Alexander
Stephen Allen
Kristina Almquist
Denitsa Alton
Garrett Alvbiston
Esther Arnold
Wiet & John Bacheller
Betsy Baliunas
Helene Barr
Eric Bates
William Belhumeur
Benevity Fund
Pam & Nat Benjamin
Adam Bernat
Larissa Bernat
Peyton & Andy Berry
Cynthia Bloomquist
Mary Kate & Richard Bluestein
Leah Bourne
Joshua Boytek
Dianne E. Braden
Nathaniel Brady
Melissa Braillard
Kerith Branca
Val Brandon
Lorraine Bressler
Kansas Brew
Tracy Briggs
Rochelle Briscoe
Hannah Buckley
Nicole & Ben Cabot
Jacque Cage
Megan Campbell
Carolyn Cantor
Megan Carroll
Felicia Cheney
Glynis Clark
Elizabeth Conlon
Virginia Coogan
Stacey & Bruce Danziger
William DaSilva
Elliot Davis
Nelia & Chris Decker
Bruce Delhougne
Michelle Dhanda
Gia Didonato-Sroczenski
Cheryl & Frank Doble
Joelle Downes
Ellen Dumark
Sundra Durkis-Murphy
Bonica & Hubert P. Earle, Jr.
Betsy Edge
Elizabeth Eisenhauer
Alysa Emden
Sacha Emerson
Karen English
Derek Fairchild-Coppoletti
Lyndsay Famariss
Suzanne Feldman
George Fisher

Sail Martha’s Vineyard depends on generous donations from individuals,
foundations, corporations, small businesses, and government grants. We are 

extremely grateful for every donation, whether it is an in-kind gift of goods and 
services, or a monetary contribution. The following individuals and organizations 
made monetary donations. We apologize for any omissions.

Thank You for Supporting Sail Martha’s Vineyard
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Pamela Foster
Steven Franks
Margaret & Peter Gallagher
George Gamble
Kirsten & Ross Gannon
Nancy Gardner
Linda & Ronald Gaudet
Ann Gilbert
Jerry Goodale
Alice Goyert
Wendy Gray
Katelyn Haggerty
Half Moon Fire Department
Benjamin Hall, Jr.
Stephen Harding
Clare Harrington
Linda Harris
Pamela Harwood
Constance & Ed Hastings
Mark Hayes
Bernadine Heller-Greenman & 

Richard Greenman
Aaron Hexdall
Duncan Holthausen, Jr.
June Holzapfel
Annalee Hoy
Louisa Hufstader
Peter Hufstader
Norman Johnson
Aase Jones
Virginia Jones
Kathleen Jordan
James Joyce
Brad Karp
Marilyn Katzman
Allison Keel
Michelle Kelly
George Kiesewetter
Emily Klebanoff
Larysa Klejnowska
Steven Koski
Miriam Ladin
Monica Landow
Anthony Lefeber
Petra Lent McCarron
Hudson Lowry
Diane & Gerald Lynch
Jason Mallory
Sheila Manischewitz
Carolyn Mansfield
Annette Martel
Ellen Masseur
James Mauch
Anja May-Monahan
Peter McCormick
Finnegan McDonald
Todd McGee
Quinn McLaughlin
Mary Ellen McNamara
Maura Bullock McSherry
Louis Merriam
Stefan Miljanic
Merrie Mitchell
Lisa Moerner
Ana Molina
Jessica Moore

Georgia Morris
Walter Morris
George Novotny
Hillary Noyes-Keene & John 

Keene
Jen O’Hanlon
Michelle Oldershaw
Cynthia & Edward Olivier
Lynn & Carlos Orlando
Nannette Overbeck
Rueben Ox
Steven Park
Angela Park-Sayles
Colin Patterson
Kelli Pecararo
Laurie Pereira
David Petrone
Krista Pilot
Francis Pitts
Susan Plaine
Joanne & Alex Polner
James Pringle
Rebecca Rabeni
Amy Rammelsberg
Laura Rappaport
Amy & Douglas Reece
David Reed
Ian Ridgeway
Diane & Charles Rock
Jessica Rogers
Caitlin Rosbeck
Candace Ruitenberg
Carol Salguero
Laura Schreiner
Alison Shaw
James Shepherd
Jane Shigley
Will Sideman
Susan & Ronald Silva
Carly Simon

Amy Sinclair
Julie & Bill Skinner
Bradly Smith
Brian Smith
Brian Smith
Alison & David Smith
Nicole Smith
Rebecca Solway
Chick Stapleton
Abbie Steele
Bruce Stelle
Lucy Stevens-Wright
Elizabeth & Robert Stone
Danae Strong
Mary Sullivan
Bianca Teano
Kevin Test
Matthew Thomas
Martina Thornton
Charles Trowbridge
Priscilla Tucker
Sara Tucker
Eve Heyman Tuminaro
Kevin Ulmer
Theodore Urban
Vanessa Vento
Judith Villa
Connor Wallace
Connie Walsh
Claire Walsh
Jennifer Walton
Cynthia Wansiewicz
Brooke Ward
Elizabeth & Kevin Ward
J. Warren
Elizabeth Warriner
Heidi Wason
Declan Waters
Rodney Waters

Maria Weisman
Violet Werther
Lynn & Granville White, Jr.
Beth Wike
Stephanie Wild
Rez Williams
Claudia Wilson
Megan Winagle
Thomas Winchell
James Wolff
Miles Wolff
Janet Woodcock
Corinne & Stephen Woodworth
Marilyn & Denys Wortman
Edgartown Yacht Club
Terre & Scotty Young
Deborah & Paul Young-Hyman
Judy & Steve Zdep
Abigail Zell
Alan Zexter
Irene Ziebarth

In Memory Of
Jane Tower Brown: from Steven 

Allen, Dianne E. Braden, Val 
Brandon

Myrtle Case: from Lynne & 
Granville White, Jr.

Bruce Farland: from Matthew 
Costa, Nancy Gardner, 
Katelyn Haggerty, Half Moon 
Fire Department, Mark 
Hayes, James E. Joyce, Mary 
McNamara, Elizabeth & Kevin 
Ward, Alan Zexter.

Donald Rappaport: from Laura 
Youle Rappaport, Susan 
Rappaport

Charles Rock: from Glynis 
Clark, Hillside Homes 
Condominium Association, 
Amy Rammelsberg, David 
Reed, Charles Trowbridge, 
Theodore Urban, Judy & 
Steve Zdep

Allison Ulmer: from Kevin M. 
Ulmer

Samuel D. Warriner II: from 
Benjamin L. Hall, Jr., Mr. & 
Mrs. David Hedley, Peter 
Hufstader, Charlotte & John 
Klein, Elizabeth Warriner, Mr. 
& Mrs. J. William Weeks

In Honor Of
Andrew Burr: from Emily 

Klebanoff
Zach Lee: from Barbara F. Lee
Andrew Nutton: from Sandra & 

David Berler
Meghan Pesch & Basar Mutlu: 

from Giuseppe Danielle 
Greco, Alida & Brian Near, 
Heidi & John Ryder

Kim Sears: from Gerald T. Lynch
Joe Serpa & Zach Ward: from 

Thaddeus Cohn

Special Thanks go out to individuals
and companies that provided Sail MV with 

auction items and services that helped make 
our Virtual Seafood Buffet & Auction and our 
Summer Programs a big success. We couldn’t 
have done it without you! Again, we’re sorry for 
any omissions.

Nat Benjamin,  Charlotte
Scott DiBiaso, Juno
Tom Dunlop
Gannon & Benjamin Marine 

Railway
V. Jaime Hamlin & Sons 

Catering
MVTV
Mike MacKenty
Martha’s Vineyard Shipyard, 

Inc.
Oris SA

Zachary Pinerio, 
Chappaquiddick Wood 
Company

Dean Racicot
Alison Shaw
Lee Taylor and Todd Bassett, 

Magic Carpet
Nancy Vietor, Carnegie Blair 

Designs
Stephen Warriner
John Wilson



Sail Martha’s Vineyard
P.O. Box 1998
Vineyard Haven, MA  02568

Sail Martha’s Vineyard 
Winter Lecture Series 
Begins in December

The speakers and their maritime stories are real 
this year, though the programs will be virtual. 

Our 2020-2021 program season begins on 
Wednesday, Dec. 9, when Bruce Strickrott presents 
a 6:30 p.m. Zoom program on WHOI’s famous 
submersible, the Alvin. Other programs in this series 
were being arranged as this newsletter went to press; 
dates are as follows:

Wednesday, Jan. 13, 2021
Wednesday, Feb. 10, 2021

Wednesday, March 10, 2021
For tickets to these programs, visit sailmv.org.

Save The Dates!
30th Annual Seafood Buffet & Auction:   

July 8, 2021 (live or virtual)
Vineyard Cup Regatta: July 10-11, 2021

Registration for Sail MV’s 2021 summer sailing 
programs will open on January 11. Visit our website 
to sign up for instructional programs on the 
Lagoon.

Summer Programs Signup
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